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So this review is pretty much entirely superficial because I am so excited about gushing about this
nappy I haven't even given it a proper test run! Here goes...

This nappy has EVERYTHING I want. It's a pocket nappy. For those of you who don't know about
nappies that means it is basically a waterproof outer with a fleece inner and you "stuff" it with
absorbent (normally micro fibre, bamboo if you want something extra absorbent) inserts. very
similar to the Bumgenius that I have reviewed previously, only the opening for the pocket is at the
front.

The nappy comes with two inserts. A big and small. I will probably use both. Nice detail is that the
inserts have a nice Charlie Banana tag on them. Just looks nice.

It's a "one size" nappy supposedly birth to potty. Says from 7lbs though, like a lot of birth to potty
nappies I highly doubt this would really fit before 12-14lbs. Unlike a lot of one size nappies this
nappy does not popper down the front, it has one "length" so to speak, which actually suits us
because Miss A is like her mummy and very long bodied so a high waist is a plus for us.

Best bit? Ohhhhh it is soooooo sooooooft. You will want to rub this nappy on your face. I haven't
felt like this since holding a new Little Lamb bamboo... It's a good feeling.

I bought these in "Butterfly" and "Lavender". Both lovely, pretty obvious below which is which.

Price is seriously REASONABLE! I bought from a website that I found through the actual Charlie
Banana website Kitty Kins. VERY reasonable at £12.95 which makes it cheaper than Bumgenius
and Fuzzi Bunz! Plus Kitty Kins despatched very quickly and for the reasonable delivery charge of
£2.95... win win win!

So that's description, type, fit, price, retailer and here's the cute factor...
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Well that's every apart from what sensible people want to know... like do they work? Do they wash
well? I will be back with actual useful information as soon as we've had a good test drive...

Lesson - I don't do very good reviews and YOU NEED A CHARLIE BANANA NAPPY! ;)

Posted by charliefarlie at 08:27
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